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About This Game

TankBlitz is a brutal run and gun tank game with four playable tanks, each having access to four unique weapons and dozens of
upgrades. You blast your way through twelve handcrafted levels crawling with over 50 different kinds of enemies, and

numerous challenging bossfights.

Key Features:

Four chapters, 12 Levels of destruction and mayhem!

4 playable tanks with unique weapons and mechanics

Loads of upgrades and customizations for each tank

Over 50 different enemy unit types with different weapons, abilities, weaknesses

Challenging bossfights and numerous minibosses!

Lots of achievements, with gameplay rewards

Three difficulty levels for rookies, veterans and crazy people

Many easter eggs and secrets sprinkled around each chapter
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Onur Vural and Leigh Christian
Publisher:
Onur Vural
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this is a good flight simulator
. Lots of explosions, a cool button masher feeling, and a sick heavy metal midi soundtrack make this the kind of game that will
always make you smile... and then swear violently when you explode.. Great platformer, good music.
Would love more levels. (just not the box that moves on its own ones). Really fun! Would recommend! It now needs
multiplayer.. The very first levels was fun, until I encounter big bad frogs. HOW SUPPOST I NEED TO DO TO GET PASS
THIS FK LEVEL!?

Maybe it's my bad that I came from a hot country who's never saw snow and ice once, SO I DONT KNOW IT SUCKS WHEN
YOUR TOUNGE STICK TO FROZEN POLE! But hay, doesn't the devs think they need to provide an example on how to kill
those small insignificant frogs first?

In other word, very bad learning curve game. I know you still can read walkthrough or consult your "hint page" to complete the
game, but if you mind about good game design that you can complete alone while having fun, my advise is to skip this game.
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A few years ago this would've been a flash game (probably free, probably completely surrounded by ads). Flash is on its way out
and it's not 100% clear what (if anything) is going to replace it. I think there's space here for small games that you can explore
for a few hours. I think with a nicer coat of paint and some more content this game could easily push up into the $5-$10 range..
the game is geting better but still has some flaws it's fun for a little bit i like playing it will netfilx on so i dont get bored the
game is worth the price tho. Its basiclly Cyberpunk 2077. The fact that all boys' stories are relatively interconnected and you
need to interract with at least some of them to get the required stats for the one you are going for means that you will have seen
all of their dialogues multiple times by the time you are through with all branches of the story. That is, unlike well-thought out
otome, where you do not get to know other characters when you are going for one - or where their dialogue changes depending
on which branch of the story you are on, here the entire dialogues remain the same save for the endings. This makes for a pretty
boring experience, which is unfortunate, because this is a cute little game. I only recommend you get this if you find it at a great
sales price, otherwise I do not see it as value for what you get. Once you have seen it once, it becomes not only repetitive, but it
is also short (ignore my playtime, I idled a lot with this game).. the most trendy♥♥♥♥♥♥of all 2016. 4\/10!

Fun little game. It doesn't take long to get all the achievements.
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